
Decreased usage of electroconvulsive therapy:
implications

Our interest in this topic was re-awakened when, in 2003, the then
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) published clinical
guidelines that intended to restrict the circumstances for the use of
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT).1 The guidance was controversial,
and the Royal College of Psychiatrists subsequently published its
own guidance that argued that NICE was too restrictive about the
place of ECT in the treatment of major depression, the most
common contemporary indication for ECT.2 It was therefore
unclear whether NICE would achieve its aim of reducing the use
of ECT. We have already reported that there was no early effect
of the NICE guidance in that the rates of usage of ECT in Edin-
burgh were virtually identical in the individual years 2003–2005.3

We now report the most dramatic fall in the rate of usage of
ECT that we have ever observed between consecutive years. In
the years 2006 and 2007 the rates of usage were only 0.82 and
0.88 patients per 10 000 total population. This is approximately
a third less than the rate in 2005, and three-quarters less than
the rate in 1993.3

The clinical significance of the decrease has never been system-
atically assessed. Observers have suggested that there is less need
for ECT as the number of effective alternative options increases,
and as psychiatrists become more experienced with these options.
One only hopes that those people who are severely ill who were
formally treated with ECT are now offered equally effective
alternatives, but this is open to doubt. Electroconvulsive therapy
is still the most efficacious treatment for major depression,
particularly when the symptoms are severe.4 The results of the
recent STAR*D trial were salutary: the cumulative remission rate
from major depression was only 67% after four sequential and
carefully supervised acute treatment schedules.5

The research implications are clearer. Edinburgh has a long
history of ECT research, but the latest fall in usage has meant that
we have not been able to complete a controlled comparison of
magnetic seizure therapy and orthodox ECT. If the Edinburgh
experience is replicated elsewhere, the only options for future
clinical research would be to support collaborations among several
ECT clinics or the establishment of a regional or national affective
disorders research centre, plus a research programme that includes
ECT.
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Pioneering, but open to prejudice

Moran et al deserve praise for their large-scale study of school-
children that combines parental assessments of psychopathology
with teacher assessments of emotional traits.1 Opportunities for
(unspecified) early intervention to prevent antisocial behaviour
seem a worthy focus for community research, although I am
not sure how many schoolchildren would welcome their label
‘fledgling psychopaths’.

One aspect of their pioneering report did raise alarm at the
population health level. The new questionnaire showed greater
‘callous and unemotional’ ratings for subgroups with ‘Black and
minority ethnicity’.1 All seven items scored could have very differ-
ent norms within different cultural or religious traditions; for
example, my formative years were in India and when I read the
item ‘shallow or fast-changing emotions’ I prejudicially translated
that as ‘British’. The research findings may be especially open to
unconscious prejudice where the teacher and the child grew up
in different ethnic-cultural groups. There is not room here to
discuss US transcultural debates (such as whether the term ‘rascal’
is specifically overapplied by White adults to African–American
children), but consider the questionnaire item ‘too full of his/
her own abilities’. My personal view from work with youth offend-
ing teams2 and Health of Looked After Children and Young People3

is that the difficulties (adult) professionals have in comprehending
the needs of young people are greatly amplified if a cultural
misunderstanding is also present.

Moran et al recognise that they need to know more about the
properties of their ‘callous and unemotional trait scale’, and since
the Royal College of Psychiatrists has a valuable special interest
group in transcultural psychiatry it could be timely to seek their
expert advice before targeting too many young ‘fledgling
psychopaths’.
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Evolutionary psychiatry on the 150th anniversary
of On the Origin of Species

It was Theodosius G. Dobzhansky, the renowned geneticist and
evolutionary biologist who wrote that ‘nothing in biology makes
sense except in the light of evolution’,1 yet psychologists and
psychiatrist, 150 years after the publication of Darwin’s On the
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